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ÁBSTRACT

Sorne of the nore recent stability criteria for single-loop,

continuous time, feedback systems which contain a single nonlinearity

are considered in this thesis. Emphasis is placed on Popovrs criterion.

It is sholwr that the criterion can be applied to systems containing

a certain class of hysteretic nonlinearities. It is also shown that

the criterion may be used to predict zero steady-state error operation

of certain systems

Graphical and analytical applications of Popov's criterion

are considered. Several systens for which Popovrs criterion verifies

Aizermanrs conjecture are given. To complete the investigation,

criteria which aïe more restrictive on the nonlinearity than Popovrs

criterion but less restrictive on the linear sr-rbsystem are presented

and discussed.
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General Cons iclerations

The rnathenatical

represented by the block

CFIT{PTER I

INTRODUCTION

model of many physical systens can be

diagrarn of Figure 1.

Figurel-SystemS

The block ô [o (t) ] represents a predoninant nonlinearity in

the system. G is a linear, time-invariant, causal operator whose

Laplace transform is given by G(s).

A lunped parameter system

set of state-space .equations.
1x(t)- = Ax(t) * Þy(t).

y(t) = O [o (t) ]
To(t) = r(t) - h^ x(t),

can be described by the following

for all t > 0.

(1a)

(lb)

(lc)

luere and
tine.

throughout a (.) denotesdifferentiation with respect to

oto(t)l



In the above equations; x the state of the systein is a real

n-dimensional vector; A is a real constant n x n stable matrix; y(t)

the input to the linear system, c(t) the output and r(t) the forcing

ftnction are real scalar tine fi.rrctions. The input transfornation L
and the output transformation L are real constant n-climensional vectors.

An alternate and more general description which includes dis-

tributed parameter systens is the fi.rrctional equation ,

(ld)

In (1d) , z(t) is the zero-input response of G and h(t) is the impulse

response of G.

One of the first considerations in the analysis or design of

a systen is its stability. An unstable system will not only have un-

suitable operating characteristics but may present a hazard to the

operator. Stability theory of sys.tems is therefore of prine importance.
)

Also as stated in [7 1"; 'The current conventional design techniques

in control theory are aIL directly or indirectly derived from stability

criteriatt

The probtr-em of stability for linear, time-invariant systems

is resolved by the necessary and sufficient conditions given by the

faniliar Routh-Hurwitz or Nyquist criteria. For nonlinear systens

such as shov¡n in Figure 1, the stability problem has been more intrac-

table. The first general e4plicit stability criterion was due to

Lyapr.mov [14] This criterion known as the direct method of Lyapunov

states that if for the autonomous, finite system of Figure 1 there

exists a real scalar ft¡nction, V(x), of the state vector x such that:

)'t I denotes bibliographical references wherever it appears throughout
this stuclv

t
o(t) = r(t) - z(t) f n(t - .) y(r) dt.

h



space and v(0)

(2) V(Ð is continuous with continuor.¡s first partial

derivatives,

(5) V(Ð tends to infinity as I lll I tends to infinity,

(4) The set of points for which V(x) . d is bor:nded. Here

d is an arbitrarily Large nudber,

(5) dV(Ð /{ is a negative sernidefinite fmction over the

whole n-dimensional space,

(6) The solution of dV(Ð /d\= 0 does not correspond to any

trajectory of the systen S except the trivial one, x = 0.

Then the origin of systern S is glob aLIy, asymptotically stables.

Ihe criterion is only sufficient and successful application

of it depends on the choice of the V(x) or as it is commonly called,

Lyapunov function. Nr¡nerous Lyapurov fr¡'rctions have been proposed.

Onè of these is the'þuadraticplus integral" form ofA.I. Lure t14l

This function is 
o.r, I

(le)v(Ð = d al* s J o(") do.

1
A is a real, symnretric, positive definite matrix and ß is a fixed,

real m¡'nber.

Engineering applications of Lyapunov's direct nethod have

been linited. The proper choice of a Lyap.:nov ftmction usually re-

quires a great deal of ingenuity and considerable insight into the

problem. For engineering purposes criteria which are simple to apply

V(Ð is positive definite over the whole n-dimensional

= 0,

SFor all initial states of S, x tends to zero as t tends to infinity.



and to interpret are required. Recently techniques based on the

frequenq¡ response of G have been developed. These tedrriques are

readily acceptable for engineering puïposes since:

(1) Experimental methods to detennine the frequenqf response

of physícal systems are well-knolrrn. A system rnay thus be specified

experimentally rather than analytically.

- (2) Many of the teclmiques of anaLyzing linear systems are

based on frequenqf respolse nethods. Therefore the well-developed,

por,verful tools of linear analysis can be applied to the nonlinear

system.

As a pretr-ude to the stability criteria investigated in this

thesis the following criterion is presented. Consicler system S and

assume that it satisfies the following assr.nrptions
ll(1) The input r(t) is bor¡nded, in LZ(O, -)- and tends to

zero as t tends to infinity.
(Z) O(o, t) 'is an arbitrary, single-valued nonlinearity

which satisfies

æ < c . 0(g, t) s ß < - for all o / 0, for all t > 0.-o

. O(0, t) is zero for all t > 0

That is 0(o, t) is a tine-varying nonlinearity which always lies in
,' -

sector [*, ß ]" and passes through the origin.

(3) The impulse response of G can be expressed as v + h(t)

-for t > 0, the zero input response as z6+ z(t) where ^{, z@are

2

]n 
r*rction, f(t), is said to be in Ln(0, -) if 

I 
lr(tllP dt . *.

SH"t" and thro-ughout square brackets indicate the closed interval
while open brackets indicate the open interval.



constants ¿ 0 -and h(t), z(t) are boinded and nembers of L1(0, -), md

z(t) tends to zero as t tends to infinity.

Wtren G is a lrrrped parameter system its transfer fi¡rction G(s)

is a ratio of two polynonials. Asstmption (3) can then be stated as:

G is completely controllable and observable, the degree of the nunerator

polynornial is less than that of the denominator and all the poles of

G(s) lie in the open left-hand s-p1ane6. If G(s) has poles on the

jw-axis then G(s) is required to be stable - in - the - limit7.

If S satisfies the above three conditions then for S to be

L, - stable it is sufficient that its frequenqf response locus G(jr^r)

satisfy the following conditions for all rv à 0:

Case (a) o > Q: The locus of G(jrv) lies strictly outside

the circle C of radius I/2 Lt¡* - 1/ßl centered on the real axis of

the s-plane at G A/ÐQ/* + I/ß), 0l and cloes not encircle the circle.

Case (b) o = 0: Real part tc(jw) I + 1/g ' 0.

Case (c) c < Q: The locus of G(jiv) lies strictly inside the

circle C of radius L/2 Lt/g - l/*lcentered on the real axis of the

complex plane at [- (t//¡:.| * + 1/ß), 0]

The above criterion is knor^¡n as the circle criterion and was

originally presented in this form by Sandberg l20l . The criterion is

illustrated graphically in Figure 2. Cases tb) and (c) apply only to

the principal case while Case (a) nay be applied to particular cases

"G(s) is called a principal case if all its poles lie in the open
left-hand s-plane. When some of the poles of G(s) lie on the jw-axis
it is'called a particular case

n

'Thq çoncept of stability - in - the - linit is e4plained on Pages 8
andg i



as well. A system is called L, - stable if for any finite state;

(i) o(t) is bounded, inLr(0, -) and tends to zero as t tends to

infinity, (ii) for the autonomous case the nu1l solution is globally,

asymptotica1-Jy stable

Satisfaction of the circle criterion by system S also implies

that S is stable in the bor.¡nded input-botmded output sense. James t15l

shows that even if system S has a nrulti-valued nonlinearity the circle

criterion can be applied to it to prove bourded input=boinded output

stability. In 14 1, Bergen and Iwens show that the circle criterion

may be used to predict zero steady-state operation of the systern S.

The circle criterion imposes a minimun of restrictions on the

nonlinearity. Greater restriction on the nonlinearity should provide

greater freedorn in the linear operator G. Restriction of the nonlinear-

ity to be time-invariant results in the V.M. Popov theorem Í2 1.

This thesis is concerned prirnarily with the V.M. Popov stabi-

lity criterion. The theorem is stated in the next section. Grapter

II extenrJs the theorem in two directions. The application of the

theorem to several systens is considered in Chapter III. Stability

criteria which arise when the nonlinearity is restricted further are

presented in Chapter IV which is followed by the concluding remarks

of Chapter V.

The V.M. Popov Theoren

The theorem as originally proven by V.lr{. Popov applied to

autonomous, lunped parameter systems. Since then the theorem has been

extendecJ to nonautonomous and distributed systems Lg, 2L, 6 l. The

following presentation takes these extensions into account and follows
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closely that of reference t6l
' 

Consider system S which is characterized as follows:

(1) The input r(t) and its derivative f(t) are bounded for
eall t > 0".

(Ð f¡re nonlinearity is single-valued, piecewise continuous

and time-invariant with q(0) = 0.

(3) The linear operator G satisfies the following conditions;

(i) The impulse response satisfies T "'-t rrz¡t¡ at .
A. < -, where A is sone positive l*"t and * > 0

is a sufficiently smal1 nunber.

(ii) The zero-input response z(t) and its derivative

Z(t) are*bor.rrded for all t u 0 by decaying e>cponentials.

(iii) G(s) = i nC.l "-tt dt is analytic in the domain.0

Res>-o.

Assunption (3) describes the linear operator by its impulse

and zero-input responses. Thus distributed systems are included. As

in the case of the circle criterion assrrnTption (3) fcir lrrqped paraneter

systems, provided that G is completely controllable and observable,

nay be stated as: G(s) is a ratio of two polynornials with all of its
poles in the closed teft-hand s-plane and with the degree of the

nunerator polynonial less than the degree of the denortinator polynomial.

Particular cases of G are required to be stable - in - the -

lfurdt. A particular case is stable - in - the - lirnit if systen S is

asymptotically stable for a linear gain, 0(o) =eo, where e > 0 is

TWr"t G is 'a 
lunped parameter system, this assunption may be replaced

by the requirement that r(t) and dþ/do be bot¡'rdèd 122 l. Bakei and
Bergen [3 ] show that these .asstnrptions are both necessary and suf,
ficient to prove stability in the bounded input-bou'rded output sense.



arbitrarily sna11. lVhel G is a lrrr¡ped, parameter system stability -
in - the - liïnit requires that all the jw-axis poles move into the

left-hand s-pl4ne when the linear gain is increased fron zero. Neces-

sary and sufficient conditions for hmped parameter systems to be

stable - in - the - lfurlit are stated in Appendix A. ltlhen G is a dis-

tributed system it will be stable : itr - the - lirnit if the linear

systen of Figure 3 satisfies assunption (3).

Figure 3 - Linear Systern Used to Prove Stability - in - the - Limit

Ìrlhen the system satisfies the above three assr-mptions then

the V.M. Popov theorem states that if there exists a'reul q and. a

positive ô such that for all w ¿ 0 the following inequality is satisfied

Re [(1 * jwq)G(jw)] +Tlk >ô>0
then for nonlinearities contained in the sector [0, k] for the prin-

cipal case and in the sector [e, k] for the particular cases the system

S is:

(1) Absolutely stable in the sense thlt for any finite initial
statê the output will be bounded for all tine > 0.

(2) If 'r(t) is id.entical:ry equal to zero (autonomous case)

then S is globally asymptotically stable.



(3) If r(t) and f(t) are in LZ(A, *) and tend to zero as t
:

tends to infinity, as well as-being botrrded, then S is Lr- stable.

Particular cases require that the nonlinearity lie in the

sector [e, k]. The sector [r, k] is smaller than sector (0, kl. For

example, nonlinearities which have a zero slopê at o = 0 will always

lie outside the sector [e, k] but could lie inside the sector (0, kl.

However, since the nonlinearity is never specified that exactly at the

origin the difference betr,veen the t-wo sectors has little practical

significance.

For the case where the blocks N and G are interchanged then

as shoum by Sandbe rg l2Il the assunptiols on the derivative of the

input are not required. This is due to the snoothing properties of G.

Thus, in contrast with linear systems, the placement of the nonlinear

block plays an important role in the stability of the system.

- Inequality (1f) is basically Popov's criterion. ltlhen S is

autonomoLls the inequality nay be relaxed slightly to obtain more

geneial results for global asy¡rptotic stability of S. These results

are-sunmarized in Appendix B.

Though the criterion is o¡rly sufficient it is quite powerful.

In particular, Yakubovitch [23] has sholun that for the autonomous,

lunped parameter systen the Popov criterion substrnes all results

that can be proven by the Lyapunov nethod using a "quadratic plits

integral" Lyapunov function. Since the criterion has a simple

geometrical interpretation it is much easier to apply than Lyapr:nov

lnethcds. The geometrical interpretation of the criterion is accomp-

lished by plotting the modified frequency response of G.
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c(jw) by;

Re G*(jw) = Re G(jiv) = X

In G*(jw) = w Im G(jw) = Y

:

Figure 4 - Graphical Interpretation

Inequality (1f) nay therefore be written as

X - q Y + I/k ¿ ô > 0. (1e)

The equation X - q Y + Lk = 0 represents the locus of a

straight line with slope L/q and intercept - L/r.. For inequaliry (1g)

to be satisfied the locus of G*(jw) must 1ie strictly to the rigþt of

this 1ine. This is illustrated in Figure 4.

c*(jw) Plane

w Im G(jw) _

* ffw) locus

Re G(jw)

\__ w=o

nodified frequency response, G*(jw), is related po

'1
o Ylwl + å= 0

K

Popov Criterion

x(w)

of the



GIT\PTER II
' T'I^I^ EXTENSIONS OF THE V.M. POPOV CRITERION' ¡ ttv !l\I L¡IuIv¡lu vI

I. ,EKTENSION TO FrySTERETIC NONLINEARITIES

General Considerations

. Let system S satisfy assr.unptions (1) and (3) of the V.M.,Popov

criterion. Assr.uqption (2) is now relaxed so that the nontinearity rnay

be hysteretic. The nonlinearity is assuned to have the following

qualitative features.

(1) 0 to(t), 0gl is defined for all o and O0 in (--, -) and

lies in the sector [0, kJ for principal cases and [e, kl for particular

cases. O0 indicates the nemory of the nonlinearity.

(z) o [0, or',] is zero.t,, 
'o 

(T)
(3) The integral J^ ó [o, 0O] do is > 0 where T > 0 is

arbitrary. In graphicaf te# this requirement restricts the hysteretic

loops to be traversed. in a clocklvise direction. A suitable ö [o, óO]

is shown in Figure 5.

For a nonlinearity satisffing these three assunptions Theorem

1 shows that the V.M. Popov criterio¡r is sti1l applicable to system S.

Figure 5 - Al1owab1e Flysteretic Nonlinearity



Theorem 1

_._ -.-._.-,_.-._if

For the preceding hyste.retic nonlinearity systern S will be;

(a) Absolutely stable in the botnded input-bor.rrded. output

sense,

(b) Lr' stable if r(t) and f(t) are in Lr(O, -),
if there exists a finite nunùer q ¿ 0 and a positive nurber ô such

that for all w ¿ 0 the V.M. Popov criterion Re t(l + jwq) GUw)l

+ Ik > 6 > '0 is satisfied

The proof of Theoren 1 is based on the following lenma and

follows that given in fOl for the single-valued nonlinearity

Lemma

hlhen system S is a principal case and satisfies all the

conditions of Theorem 1 then the following inequality holds for a

sufficientlysmallc>Q

fy 1r, f t'lr 2*- ) | | ) I .--
II""n'y"(t)drl s lr/u" l"'*- tr(.) -z(r) +q{r(t)
VoJL'o

q(0) 1,Ò(l- z(r) Ìl ' dr + 2q/6 | O [o, 001 dol for all t ¿ 0. (2a)roJ
This lenrna is identical tb the Main Lennna in [6] but is

extended to include the hysteretic nonlinearities of Theorem 1. Its

proof is given in Appendix C.

Proof of Theorem

The systen is described by the equation,
t

o(t) = r(t) - z(t) ( h(t - r) y(r) dr, (zb)
),



oï

By the triangle inequality and Schwarz's inequaliiy (2c) becomes

rî a,
lo(t) | s lr(t) - z(t)l .lJ 

"z'* h2¡*¡ dxl "--tr-t ru lg- J
.ll "2-' y2(,) d,l
li _J

Thus

r
),

(2d)

Use of the Lenrna in (2d) yields

fr ]|'4 r t
lo(t) I s lr(t) - '(r)l .ll "2-* h2¡*1 d,.l 'lrtuz ( 

"-2*(t-t)1'tP-ll-)Lu- ) <oio 1r,
. Ir(t) - z(r) + q {f(t) - z(r)\2 d, + zq/a f 6to, 6oJ dol (ze)

,T0J

The linear system G is a principal case and therefore. its
impulse response rr.ttliï the inequality:

lþCtl | . kt " 
¿ where kI, kz are positive constants.

a can be for.md, Q < o . kZ, so that the following ho1ds,

)** ')
ee*^h¿(x) dxsA<-.

The second integral in (2e) is bormded since it is a convolu-

tion of the impulse response of a strictly stable linear systern with

a bor¡nded input. Therefore the rigþt-hand side of inequaLity (2e) is

bornåed for all t > 0, i.e. ,

lo(t)l .8.- forall t:0 Q.E.D.



)a:-:.

Exanpfe.

criterion is (- 1 * qa) / (*2 * rZ) * Lk zô > 0 for all w ¿ 0.
'...

The criterion is satisfied for q , I/a. Thus for this G(s) systern S

ís L, - stable and bourded input-bourded output stable for all
hysteretic nonlinearities lying in the sector [r, --] provided that

tJle hysteresis loops are traversed cloclq^rise.

Remarks

Theorem l was proven only for the principal case. However,

as shovm in [2] for the autonomous case, particular cases can be

transformed into principal cases. Exactly the sa:he argr-unents apply

to the nonautonomoris case

Sinilar results for the autonomoi.rs system have been estab-

lished by Grelig t131. The qualitative description of the nonline-

arity was in fact suggested by t131. The originality of Theoren 1

, is the proof that the theoren established by Bergen, fwens and Rault,

[6], is stil.l valid for this nonlinearity.

The class of hysteretic nonlinearities covered by Theorem 1

'is rather linited. Practical hysteretic nonlinearities are usually

such that the hysteretic loops are traversed counterclockwise.

Theorem 1 therefore has limited practical value

II. PREDICTION OF ZERO STEADY-STATE ERROR OPERATION

BY MEAhIS OF POPOV'S CRITERION

In the Introduction it hras stated that when system S satisfies

Popov's criterion then with suitable restrictions on the input and its
derivative LZ - stability of the system is implied. It was also



pointed out that.when the nonlinear and linear blocks are interchanged

the restrictions on the derivative nay be removed. Theorem 2 shows

that for this system, 51, (Figure 6) it is possíble to predict zero

steady-siate error operation by means of Popovts criterion.

Figure6-SysternS,

Theorem 2

If the linear companion feedback system, Sr, (Figure 7)

follows an input with zero steady-state error then system S, will

follow the same input with zero steady-state error provided that;

(1) The nonlinearity lies in the sector [e, k] for both

the principal and particular cases of G where e is a snall positive

ntlrber,

(2) Popov's criterion is satisfied by system Sr.:

(3) The linear operator G satisfies assurption (3) of the

V.M. Popov theorem.

0 ty(t) l
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't

Figure 7 - Linear Companion Feedback System,

Proof of Theoren 2

Transform system Sf by rneans of the

õ( ) = o( ) - ey.

Transformation (2e) results in the equivalent

The nonlineari.ty O( ) fies in the sector [0,

Popovts criterion for system S"O is,

r G(jw) l- lRel(1 + jwq)fF=-GTTwfl,ç-+ã ¿ô>o
L "\J"/J

sr,

transformation

(2e)

¡]-gure ö.system, S"q, of

k - el.

for all w I 0. (2Ð

Inequality (2f) nay be rewritten as

1[_
. ___ -_.-__= lRe{(l * jwq) G(jw)}
l1+ e GUw)l'L

>ô>0 forall w>0

But it is asst¡ned that Ret(1 * jqw)

for all w ¿ 0. Since 6, 61 are

G(jw)) + Ilk à 61 '0
arbitrarily srnall mmbers

.11-rJ ,ekr t--K-e

:::l
::::l
: -_:ì: (2e)



:'

then inequality (2g) holds for both principal and particular

of G. For particular cases of G, the limit of the left-hand

(2Ð as w approaches a pole of G is k/ .le(k - e) 1 Thus an

always be chosen suctr that k/ Le(k - .) I ¿ 6.

cases

side of

e CAn

-ì'.: i

,f
,/

Llr*valent System, S"q,
. ís applied.

Figure 8 - Equi-valent System De¡ived by

to whidr Popovrs Criterion

Transforming System S,



The input to system t"O tt related to the input of system S,

by R(s) = {L/ [1 + e G(s) ] ] R(s) (2h)

But (2h) is the same as tìre expression for the error of the linear

companion feedback.system. Since the hypothesis of Theorem 2 states

that lirn cr.,, ($ is zero then the lin i(t) is zero and system S^^ is
t-¡o L" t+æ ' eq

therefore Lr-stable by hypothesis.
l

Thus lim o(t) is zero for both systems S"q jtd S, and there-
t+-

for system Sr:

lim c(t) = lim r(t). Q.E.D.
t+- f+æ

Example

tet G(s) be given by T/ [s(s + a)]. If the input to systern

S' is a step function the error of the linear conpanion system is
I'

(s + a)/{s(s + a) + e}. The final value of the error is given by

liry s(s + a)/{s(s * ") 
* e} and is equal to zero. System S, satisfies

s+0
Éoiov', criterion for nonlinearities lying in the sector tr, -).

Therefore Theorem 2 implies that for this particular G(s), system S,

will follow the'step ftnrclion with zero steady-state error for non-

linearities in the sector [e, *).

, Remarks

. fh9 preceding exanple points out that zero steady-state error

operation of system S, is possible even when the input is not in

Lr(0, -). Since the input R(s) is related to R(s) by L/{1 + e G(s)}

any input whose jw-axis poles are cancelled by the poles of G(s) will

result in zero steady-state error

Theoren 2 is sirnilar to the Theorem 2 proven by Bergen and',
Iwéns, 141, in both its statement and proof. Bergen and Iwens horvever

considered the circle criterion whereas the Popov criterion is con-

sidered here.



Transfonnation (2e) may also be used to predict zero steady-

, stat€ error operation of system S when the nonlinearity lies in the

. sector,[g, k] . This is shoi^¡n by Corollary I
Corollarv 1

If the input to system S is continuous añd bormded and if
the linear comparrion feedback system follows this input with zero

;

steady-state error then system S will follolv the same input with

zero steady-state error

, Proof of Coro4ary 1

The transformation (2e) results in the systen of.Figure 9.

From the final and initial value theorems of Laplace transform theory

the following values for i(t) ana i(t) are established;

lim rr-r - lin D(s) lim^''_i t(t) = ;; D-6¡Ëñfs-I ' ;ji sR(s) = 0, (zI)
t+0'

lim;.-.'-1im D(s) 1i- lìm
iî tCtl = s*ö D¡5¡=f=É 

-¡ç¡,¡- ' *ö sR(s) = il or(t) = 0, (2i)

lim .i.*. _ 1im D(s) _ . li ,2 R(r) = Finite quanrity , (zk).r r \1., - s_r_ D-G) +-ãTesJ s_r-t+0'

' lim i,-., - lim sD(s) .lim ^D/^\ -iî r(tl = ;;0 =D(=iiiíñ-¡5¡- 'iiö 
'nC') = 0 (2L)

Limits (Zi) and (Zt) follorv from the restriction on r(t) to be continu-

ous while (Zj) and (2L) follow from the hlrpothesis that system -s,

' follows r(t) with zero steady-state error. fhus i(t) and i(t) are in

Lr(0,-) ând therefore lin o(t) is zero.- f+*
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,raEquivalent System, So^, to which Popovts
Criterion is appliedYY

Figure 9 - Equivalent System Derived by Transfornring Systen S

Figure 10 - Allowable Input for Coro11ary

Example

Considel the input of Figure 10 applied to system S with

G(s) = l/ts(s + a)1. The input r(t) is continuous with the Laplace

transform R(s) = (1 - e-æ)/tz. The transform of the error of system

S, for this input is {(s * a)(1 - 
"'=*) 

}/{s?(s + a) + es} and its
final value is zero. Therefore by Corollary 1 system S follows this

ilnut with zero steady-state error for nonlinearities in the sector

[r, *).

i-----, - - - ; --:- - -----1'+- ,.,|.r---Jl-,., f '. -_l-.1+tfrnto(tlll i r,r+r., lliCtl -l "oÍ^\ 
| õCtlOt"(t)l



GI,{PTER III

APPLICATION OF POPOV'S CRITERION

I. GIIAPHICAI APPLICATION OF POPOV'S CRITERION

The application of Popov's criterion asstl,nes that the non-

linearity is constrained to 1ie in the sector [0, k] for principal

cases and ["e, kJ for particular cases. For these cases the criterion

is easily tested by the graphical tecturique presented in the -i¡tro-

duction. However, when the nonlinearity lies in the general sector
lr[k1, kZ] , - æ < k1 < kZ. *, the tec]rrique can only be used after

the transformation,

O(o) = O(o) - k1o ,

is applied to systern S.

The systen resulting fron transformation (3a) is shov¡n in

Figure 11, where the nonlinearity [(o) lies in the sector [0, kZ - kf]

and the linear surbsystem G is strictly stable. To apply the graphical

technique of the Introduction to system Skl the modified frequency

response locus of G(¡w) has to be plotted. To avoid. this th9 fo11ow-

ing develops a graphical tectrrique for the application of Popovrs

criterion directly to the linear subsystem G.

(3a)

----
lttlil il+^

r
I

T
I

I
I

-1

I

G(jw)

Figure 11 - System SU,
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Graphical Tecturique_ fot the Direct Application of Popov's criterion

to G(jw) when the Nonlinearity Lies in Sector [ktr_kZ]

Poþovts criterion for system S,-., is,
rlr\rRefCr*jqw)G(jw)/ [1 +krc(j*)]l +Ik ¿ô>0 :'
LJ

forswsæ,
where k is identical to (k, - kf)

In terms of the real and imaginary parts of G(jw), X(w) and

Y(w) respectively, criterion (3a) qray be rewritten as

?)
X(w) + k, [X"(w) + Y"(w)]

??7f + 2k, x(w) + ki tx'(w) + Y'(w) l

- - qt;.Y(tì 
u +r/k ¿ô>0

L + Zkr x(w) + ¡1 [x" (w) + Y'(w) ]

?

, {qw)-*r -, forosw<-. (3c)
4ki(1 + kllk)

(3a)

.for 0 s w s @- (3b)

' If G(s) is a particular case then wheri w * w0 h¡here jw' is
a pole of G(s) inequality (3a) becomes L/r.t * L/k z ô > 0 and a 6 can

always be fourd such that this is true.

lVtr"r, ô is set to zero in (5b) , then (3b) may be rervritten as

' * 

[,'
2

1
k

QI^j

+?(kt

z

ß)

If equality is allorved in (3c) then the resulting equation

will be a circle in the X(w), Y(w) plane with centre at

| + zkLkl
,,Ç;;Fl
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r + zk1fr<
X(w) = ,

z(kr * ki/k)
Y(w) = ---Qw.----,-z(kr * ki/r.)

and
2raoll¡s r =

¡r + kr/kJ

The intersections of this circle with the X(w) axis occur at

-r/(kr + k), - L/r.t and are independent cif w.

Define qw to be w and to a convenient scale dra,r¡ circles

for the various ri as in Figure 12. The frequenqf response of G(jw)

is plotted on a separate sheet of trarisparent paper to the same scale

as Figure 12. The locus of G(jw) is graduated in terms of w. The

transparent sheet of paper is then laid over Figure 12 and inequality

(3c) is tested by seeing if each ri on the G(jw) locus fa1ls strictly
.a

outside the corresponding ri circle. The parameter q is used. to

adjust the w positions on the G(jw) locus

Example

Consider system Swith G(s) = 100/s(s + 1) (r2 * 0.8 s + 16).

.The frequenqf response locus of G(jiv) as well as several ri circles

are shorvn in Figure 13. The linear system is stable in the sector

(0, 0.7) whi'le the Popov criterion shows that the nonlinear sector
1is [e, 0.26] L. For q = 0.1 the preceding graphical tectrrique shows

that Popov's criterion is satisfied in the sector (0.139, 0.555).

ID"""y 
€ Jury, [11] , p. 60.



In G(jw)

Re G(jw)

Figure12-w-Circles

w=l.0

I
I

I o.o

Im c(jw)
I / *1'

1/ / o='

1/

73

.0

(t 2

4
\oo
¡0.4

/ o.t

/:' 0.I2

Figure 13 - Example of Graphical Teclurique
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Remarks

lhe example illustrates that it is possible to obtain a better

rpper bor.md on the nonlinearity at the eryense of the lower botnd. The

g¡aphical tedrnique is laborious and most suited to analysis problems

whe¡e the sectot it.,, krl is given. Its chief advantage would be thatI- L.

it deals directly with the frequenry response locus of G(jw). Ttris

would sinplify the problem of adjusting sector [k1, kZ] by compensation.

A graphical teclurique rvhich is somewhat simpler to apply and

interpret is presented in Reference tsl. This technique is called

t-I.e Parabola test and deaLs with the modified frequency response locus

(jw) .

Parabola Test|

The test states that if the inequality

.) .k + 2k.,x*¿(h').ui+#b'x*(w) 
"Ér{qi.çc4-rÐ>0 

(sd)

is satisfied for all 0 s w s -, then system S satisfies Popovts
a,

criterion for nonlinearities in the sector [k1, k?]. . Xn(w) and Y*(w)L'L

. are the real and imaginary.parts of G*(jw).

whose locus is a parabola in the X*(w), Y*(w) plane. The intersections

with the X*(w) axis occur at - I/k, - 1/(k., + ¡; and the slope of the' -r
tangents at these points is l/q and - l/q respectively. The construc-

tion and application of the parabola is shovm in Figure 14.

2'Reference [5] proves the test for the autonomous case. Horvever, the
same considerations as in the graphical tectrrique presented in this
chapter show that it is applicable'to the nonautonomous case.



G*(jw) - Plane

z7

G*(jw)

Re G(jw)

In G(jw)

1
l,

^1

NtZ
kz* -. ufl'lit 

vn * ofi = o+

Figure 14 - Graphical Interpretation of the Parabola Test

rr. ANALYTIçA! AppLrCATrgN OF pOpOL'S CRTTERTON

r, lVhen the linear subsystem G is specified nunerically the

graphical interpretation of Popov's criterion can be applied readily.

However, if G is specified. in general form then the Popov criterio¡r

must be applied analytically. The application involves the qualita-

tive features of the modified frequenqr response locus. Generally

thea1gebrainvo1vedbeconesprohibitivebutthecriterionrnaybe

applied analytically with a fair amount of success to low order systems.

The criterion is particularily useful in singling out systems which

satisff Aizerman t s conjecturé.



Aizermants Conjecture

This conjecture first stated by lvl.A. Aizerman it T947 postu-

lates that the sector for global asymptotic stability of system S

coincides with the Hurwitz sector. The conjecture was first disproved

by Pliss lsee 16]. Fitts l1'2l nd Ackerman [1] recently presented

experimental evidence that the conjecture is false. Thus it only

remains nol to identify the class of systems for which the conjecture

is true. Application of Popov?s criterion shows that the follolving

systems satisfy the conjecture. The proofs are given in Appendix D.

(1) c(s)

(z) G(s)

(3) ,.G(s)

(4) G(s)

ab-

1/ [s(s +

r/ [s(sz *

ls+al

1/ ts (s3

,0, a3

ã, b, c > 0

ãrbrc>0,

a)l a>0

as + b)f a, b > 0

/ Ls(sZ + bs + c)l

* u2 + bs + c)l

-z(ab-c)>0

(5) G(s)= [s+as+b] /l(sZ+1) (s+c)f a,b,c>0,
b-ac-1t0, bc+a-c>0

Systems (1) to (5) are all particular cases. lVhen G(s) is

a principal case the Hurwitz sector will be [-k1, k2J., kl, kZ > 0.

Popov?s criterion can be applied only after transformation (3a) has

been applied to the system. The Hun^¡ítz sector for the transformed

system (Figure 11) will be t0, kl * kZl. Pop.ovts criterion is now

applied to this system.

The effect of the transformation is to shift the poless of

the transformation is in effect the pole-shifting technique presented
by Rekasius and Gibson, tlg l.



G(s) until some of its poles are on the jw-axis. The principal case

is thus transformed into a particul,a.r case. Therefore only particular

cases need to.be considered which simplifies the algebra considerably.

It'can also be said then that Aizermants conjecture is verified for

the following more general systems

(6) Il1.s2+as+bí a,b>0

(7) I/ [r3* u2*bs+c] a,b,c>0
<?(8) 1/ t(s + d) (s" * as' + bs +c)f a,b, c, d, 0,

ab - c > 0, 
^3. 

- Zc(ab - c) > 0

Systems (4) and (5) satisfy Aizerman?s conjecture only when

restrictions on the pole locations in the s-plane are placed. For

system (4) ttiis restriction is , "3 
- Z(al) - c) > 0. This restriction

may be interpreted in the s-plane by writing G(s) in the following
Ã

equivalent form-

- Gls¡ =

- 

-

s(s + 1) (s' + as * 6)

The restriction, 
^3 

- z(ab - c) > 0 becomes

tz=-1

¡ã + r¡3

The poles of G(s)

S.=0
I

.2ã(â+ r) - 2à6 > 0

1ie at

ã/z + t/z

b<

tsr4 = - =-a/z+7/2j

4To obtain G(s) frorn G(s)
where a., is the pole of
normaliZe the resulting

first use the time transformation r = a.rt,
G(s) on the negative real axis', Ðd tþen*
tiansfer ftnctlon with respect to IFZf,. '.



The restriction on 6 tinits the magnitude of Imag s. , to
J ta

A'plot of the permissible pole location is sho-u¡n in Figure 15.

IrJhen Aizermanrs. conjecture is not satisfied by system S

then the nonlinear sector can be increased when greater information

about the nonlinearity is available. Some of the frequenq¡ dornain

stability criteria that arise when the nonlinearity is restricted.

further are presented in the next chapter.

I
T
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CTAPTER IV

STABITITY CRITERTA I,ü]ICH AIISE I4II-IEN THE NONLINEARITY IS

RESTRISTED FI.JRIIIER

previotls chapter has shown that Popovrs criterion fails

to guarantee stability in the entire Hun¡itz sector as postulated by

Aizermanrs conjecture. fn ar, åftort to increase the sector, other

restrictions are placed on the nonlinearity.

The next logical restriction on the nonlinearity is its slope.

Several papers [8, 10, 11, 15, 17, 18] have been published in which

stability criteria are presented when the slope of O(o) is restricted.

The stability criteria of only two papers t10, 111 will be presented

- here. These papers were chosen becarse;

(1) The criteria are applicable to distributed parameter

systems

(2) Certain classes of inputs are allowed.

(3) The criteria are e4pressed in terms of the frequenq¡
\

response of the linear subsysten G.

.Stability- qïiteriê Presented in [11]

Reference [11] states that if system S satisfies the follow-

ing asstmrptions;

(1) The zero input response of G, z(t), is bounded and

wriformly continuous for Ost < - and z(t)r 2(t), fft);
are elements of Lr(O, -). The impulse response of

G, h(t), ffid'its derivative are elements of Lr(0, -).



(2) The input, r(t), satisfies the same conditions as z(t)

(3) 'O(o) is a single-valued, tirne-invariant nonlinearity

which lies in the sector [0, k] for ft < -. 6(0) is zero

and. the slope of O(0) is restricted so that

- kr s %¿ s k, fo1 kl, kz 
= o

then sufficient conditions for Lr-stability of S are that tJrere exist

a finite nrrnber q and a finite mmber u > 0 such that for all w ¿ 0

the following inequality

Re t(I + ju¡q) GUw)f . ** ur2 [1 + (kz kr) Re G(jw) - kfz

lcu") l2r > o

is satisfied and also 
,

(4a)

[-g Ilin nl /' oofol IË'iÏl/ o(o) do 
î 

= *æ

)
.- hlhen tlre slope restriction on 0(o) is othenrrise specified

inequality (4a) becones ;

,cl¿)(1) For _ kr 
= då

;(j*)lzl > o (4c)

*'1. - do(2) Fo, ^, < ¿;

Re t(l + jwq) c(jw)f .* -vwz tReG(jw) +k, lc(j*)lzl >0 (4d)
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Å*(3) For 0sffsk,

(4f)

Re t(l + jwq) G(jw)l * ** u"2¡*. c(jw) ** J, o (ae)Ì\z'

(4) For o =#
Re t(1 + jwq * ur2) G(jw)1 + f, ' 0

(s) For p=å$

r :-,^ IRelr*:T+z l.C¡'l *f,,o (4e)

L r*u*rj \J' K

Due to the lG(jw)12,"t , inequalities (4a), (ac) and (ad)

apply to the principal case and simplest parti-cular ."rul of G.

rnequalities (4e) , (4f) , and (4g) apply to all particular cases.

Particular cases rnust be stable - in - the linit and the nonLinearity

must'lie in the sector [e, k].

Ihe criteria have two adjustable parameteïs q and p and are

therefore difficult to interpret graphically. similar criteria in
which only one parameter is present are the following:

Stability Criteria Presented in [10]

If the system S satisfies the following cond.itions;

(1) Zero input response, z(t), is bounded and in.Lr(O, -).
Its derivative is bor.mded, tniformly continuous on

(0, *) and in Lr(O, -). !

lG i, called the simplest particular case when the only jw-axis poles
it has is a single pole at the origin.

.:l

i



(Z) The input, r(t), satisfies the same conditions that

(t) does

(3) ô(o) is a single-valued, time-invariant nonlinearity

,which lies in the sector [0, k] for principal cases and

[e, k] for particular cases. O(0) is zero and the slope

of (o) is restricted so that

-kl .%9I.kz for k' kZ , 0.

o(o) is'bourded from above for principal cases and for parti-cular

cases, 0(o) - €6t is bounded. from above. This Uornj always exists

for a practical system. Then for s to be Lr-stable it is sufficient

tjrat there exists a finite nrrnber q such that for all w ¿ 0 the

inequ4lity .

?
Re tjwq G(jw)l * w" [1 +(k" - k.,) Re G(jw)':' -¿ t

is satisfied and also

.'r 1c(j*)/-Ë,c(o)'-k. .

Itlhen the slope is otherwise specified

ane;
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(1) For - kl

Re ljwq GUw)]

(2) For kZ ,

Re tjwq G(jw) l

tRe G(jw) - k1 lcfi*) l2l > o

. .)- krkz lGUw) l"l ' 0 (4h)

(4i)

the resulting criteria

(4j)

d¿< r'oo

?+ hi-

dO
aa

?,-tr\r lc(j*) lzt , olRe G(jw) + k, (4k)



(s) For o.ut#) <kz

Re [jwq G(jw) I + w2 IRe GUw) . lf . o

(4) For 0 <

.. \
(4InJ

Again due to the lC(j*) l2 t"* inequalities (4h), (4j) and

(4k) can only be satisfied by the principal and simplest particular

cases of G. As usual particular cases are required to be stable -

in-the-linit.

Example

As an example of the aþove criteria consider the system S

where
L

G(s)= j'*"'*o ã,b,c>o b-ac-l-<0.
(s'* 1)(s + c)

In Grapter III it was shown that this system satisfied Popovrs criterion

only if 'the adclitional restriction þc + a - c) t 0 ig placed on G(s).

Appendix E shows that when the nonlinearity is monotone and satisfies

- restriction (4b) then criterion (4Ð establishes Lr-stability with

therestriction(bc*a-c)>0removed. ì

Discussion

ne [(jwq * *2) c(jw)l : 0

Though the stability criteria

with G(s) than Popov's criterion, they

the bounded input-bor.u'rded output sense.

useful for analysis purposes where k'

(4-L)

(4a) - (am) are more liberal

do'not establish stability in

The criteria are also rnainly

k, and k are given.

dO

õ-
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Restriction (4b) can always be satisfied in a practical

situation since ttre nonlinearity is specified over a finite interval

ofo onIy, sãy [ - oL, oL]. Beyond thiq interval the nonlinearity can

be extended. arbitrarily. Restriction (4b) may therefore be written as

f :" o .:llim q | ( - ó(o)do + I r(o)do ryl
lo l* Ld oL 

-J

=*æ

The first integral is some finite, positive quantity, c, and if after

. o, the nonlinearity is defined by

O(o) = kr(o - oL) * ô(oL), kL -. kr

- restriction (4b) becornes

f^,uro' ktotz . r.r \ a \1im q lC.
lol* L 

*i-- -z- * (o(o) -ko¡)
2kLo' . '-loL - i- - (ô(oL) - tcror) f | = * æ (an)I

The limit of the left-hand side of (4n) is that of

q,liil(o(ol) - kror) l t = * - .

lo l+-

This can always be satisfied by the proper choice of

0(or) - kLoL



Inequality (4h) is sinilar to inequality (4a) when ¡.r is set

equal to 1. Since (ah) has one parameter while (4a) has two it would

be suspected that satisfaction of (4h) would imply that (4a) is also

satisfied. Here it is shov¡n that if (4h) satisfies the stronger

inequality

Re tjwq G(jw) I + w2 [1 + (k2 - kr) ne G(jw) krkZ

lc(j,r)l2l I ô > o

where ô > 0 is a sufficiently small nurber then (4a) is satisfied

also.

The two inequalities can be vüritten ;

A.Z(w)+H(w)¿ô>0'forall *>02 (4o)

and
\

qz(w)*uH(w)+M(w)>0 foral1 w>0 (ap)

where

Z(w) = P" tjw GUw)l

H(w) = *2' ¡1 * (kz kr) Re GUw) - rtrk, lc(j*) l2l

1

tvf(w) = Re c(jw) + f,

For the principal case and the simplest particular case, M(w) is

always finite. Let the mininun value of M(w) be C and let q/¡r be

identical to gr. Inequality (4p) can therefore be written as.I

vl,q,Z(w)*H(w)+ç/u1 >0 foral1 w¿0 ,(4q)-'r -

?-The parameter q in inequality (ah) is re-defined to be q., . This is
permitted because the parameters in the two criteria are'not related.
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The mininr¡n value of qrZ(w) * H(w) is ô and r,r¡hen this -is substituted
\'

into (4q) it becomes

ut6+C/ul>0.
I

A utO can always be foi¡nd. such that

ô + C/u >0.

lrlhen the nonlinearity lies in the sector [e, k] tJren as in

Chapter II the conditions on r(t) can be relaxed. Again transforma-

tion (2e) results in the equivalent systen of Figure 9. If system S

satisfies any of stability criteria presented in this chapter then

so does the equi.valent systemS.

The input i(t) is now required to satisff all the conditions

previously imposed on r(t). Therefore the stability criteria may be

applicable even if r(t) does not satisfy all the conditions.

' SFor stability criteria (4a)-(4g) see [11], p. 57. For stability
criteria (4h).(4m) see [10], p. 487.

' :,: :: : l:l
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CHAPTER V

CONCLTJDING RET4ARKS AI.{D SUGGESTIONS FOR FTJRIHER RESEARCH

This thesis has presented some of the latest results in the

stability theory of nonlinear, feedback systems. The study was linited

to single-loop, continuous time systens containing a single nonlinearity

and to stability criteria which in the opinion of the investigator have

direct engineering applications. For rnulti-loop and sanpled data non-

linear systens coutterparts of most of the stability criteria investi-

gated can be found in the literature

The emphasis of the thesis was on Popovls criterion. This

criterion is very liberal in its restrictions on the nonlinearity,

easy to apply and as illustrated by the examples quite powerful. The

criterion was extended to a certain class of hysteretic nonlinearities

and it was shorvn that the criterion could be used to predict zero

steady-state error operation of certain systems.

Sev.ral systems which verify Aizerrnants conjecture weïe

singled out by means of Popovts criterion. Systems for rvhich the

iriterion does not verify the conjecture were also presented. It was

-then pointed out thát the nonlinear sector could be enlarged by placing

greater restrictions on the nonlinearity. The stability criteria whidr

arise out of these restrictions were stated and discrssed.

The investigation- has suggested several topics for further

research. A fundamental problern is whether the stability criteria

investigated are necessary as well as sufficient. This problem is

one which would require considerable research. An attempt to disprove
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:

the necessity of Popov's criterion by means of a coi¡nter-example

proved ulsuccessful.

Other problems which should be less difficult are:

(1) The establishnent of ri*pf" criteria for stability-

in-the-linlit when G is a distributed parameter system.

, The case where G contains a simple delay would rnerit

special consideration.

(2) The extension of the stability criteria of Chapter IV

to prove bounded input-bourded output stability.
(3) A conparison between the,rigorous stability criteria of

this investigation and the approximate stability criteria

- of the describing function nethod.
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APPENDIX A

NECESSARY AND SIJFFICIENT CONDITIONS FOR G TO BE

STABLE . IN.- THE - LIMIT

hlhen G is a ltlnped paraneter system then for G to be stable -

in - the - limit it is necessary and sufficient that the rnultiplicity,

v^, of the jw-axis poles be not greater than two and that the follow-o'
ing conditions holdl, (*o denotes a jw-axis pole):

(1) For w^ = 0, v^ = 1:_o'o
'

lirn Im G(jw) - - @.

w*o*

(2) For wo = 0, vo = 2:

lin Re G(jw) = - @ and lim lrn G(jw) < 0.
w*o* w*o*

(3) For wo / 0, vo = 1:

when w traverses the point r^ro going fron w < wo to

uI > wor the irequenqf response G(jw) goes to a point at

infinity in such a way that points on the negative real

axis with abscissas of arbitr arily large magnitude re-

main to the left of GUw)

lAir"rrn* and Gantnacher, l2l, pp. 67-7g.



(4) For wo y' o,

- lin Re c(jw)

o

and In G(jw) (n t 0 small).

System G may also be proven to be stable - in - the - limit

by rneans of its root locus. G will be stable - in - the - linit if
its root locus stays entirely in the left-hand s-plane as the linear

gain is increased from zero. This is shor^m in Figure 16.

s-P1ane

\
-Root

Locus of
jwo

v =2io

= 1im Re G(jw) 3 - 6
+

üi+w
o

r> 0 forrv - n <

loL.oforw <w<'o

w <w
o

w +n
o

J*o

Figure 16 - Root Locus Interpretation of Stability in-the-LiÍrit



APPENDIX B

REFINEMENTS OF INEQUALITY (1Ð

In the special case where system S is autonomous and

G(s) is a lunped parameter system then inequality (1Ð, may be relaxed

sligþtly. Sufficient conditions for the global, asymptotic stability

of S nay nol be stated'æl,

(1) For the principal case of G(s) the satisfaction of

the inequality

Re t(1 * jwq) G(jw)l + L/k > 0 for all 0 s w ( æ (P)

r,rihere the nonlinearity lies in the sector [0, k] and k nay be finite

or infinite. This is lcnor.\¡n as the basic Popov condition.

(Z) I\rhen G(s) has a single pole at the origin and no other

jw-axis poles the inequality (P) above must be sãtisfied. G(s) rnust

be stable - in - the - linút and the nonlinearity must lie in the

sector (0, kl where k may be finite or infinite.

(3) For all particular cases of G(s) the inequality

Re [(1 + jwq) G(jw)] + l/k > 0 for all 0 <w < @ (P_)

where the nonlirrearity lies in the sector [e, k] with k a finite nunber
'and G(jfl t' : t/r-. This is called the weakened Popov condition and

allows the Popov line to have points in conÌrnon with the G* (jw) locus.

(4) For all particular cases with a zero root the inequality

Re t(l +.jwq) c(jw)l * f/t > 0 for all 0 s w I æ . (P*)

This is called the strengthened Popov condition. The nonlinearity

must lie in the sector (0, kl where k may be infinite. I\hen G(s) has

lAizerman 
and Gantmacher, l2l, pp. I4L-T43.
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APPENDIX C

PROOF OF LEI\,[,IA
:

The fi¡nctional equation describing system S is
t

o(t) = r(t) - z(t) - ( h(t - t) y(r) dr. (c1)

6
When (C1) is differentiated the resulting equation is

t/ó(t) = r(t) - z(t) ,l h(t - .) y(.) dt - h(0) y(r). (cz)
0

- The tine variables r(t), z(t) f (r), ¿(t) and y(t) are tn¡rcated at

T and denoted by rr(r) , z.r(t), fT(t) , i,T(t), md yT(r). The fi.nctions

ot(t) and dr.(t) are then defined by the following two equations,

)/or(t) = t(t) - zr(t) 
I 

h(t - t) rr(t) dt (c.s)

t/
,(t) = Ír(t) - ¿r(t) J h(t - r) yr(r) dr - h(0) yr(t).

o (c4)

For t > T, or(t) and ór(t) satisfy the inequalities

lor(t)l 
= 
kr"-kzt, lor(t)l = to"-kzt

where k, and k. are positive constants and k,, is definecl in+J¿

-k^t
Itrttl | . k.,eI
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When equation (C4) is multiplied by q and added to (C3) the result

after.rnultiplying through by a negative sign is

+ qh(t - r) I ry,(t) ¿. + qh(O) rr(t) (cs)

Add tf/k - v l, yT(t) to both sides of (C5) and nultiply through by

eot where 0 < o . kZ The result is

[- or(t) qór(t) + (r/k - y,) yr(t) ] eot = - tt(t) - zr(t) +

"o'yT(r) d1 + qh(O) 
"ot 

yT(t) + t1,/x - rl "ot 
yT(t) (C6)

Define

ft(t) = [ - or(t) - qór(t) + (I/k - v) ry(t) ] "ot
fz(t) =- It(r) -zr(t) +q(rr(t) -¿r(t))l"ot,

. . føuation 
(C6) is then rewritten as

d'¡ + qh(O) 
"ot 

yT(t) + (Lk - y) 
"ot 

yT(t) (C7)

All the tenns in (C7) belong to Lr(0, *) and therefore the Fourier

transforn of ('CZ) is

Fl(jw) =F2(jw) + { [1 +q(jw-a)]G(jw o) * T'"- v]\(jw 
î:r,

50

q(r(r) -trGÐI"ot. f uc(t-t) th(r-t)+qh(t-t)lr-/
0



The lenrna,concerning the frequency donain analysis in the

v.M- Popov theorem states lhat if three real fi.nctions fl(t), fz(t),
f3(t) belong to Lr(O, *) and if their Fourier transforms are related

by

r Fr(jw) = H(jw) Fr(jw) * Fz(jw)

where Re H(jw) ì ô > 0 for all w : 0 then

r,t77
- ) 1rt) r3(r) dt 

= h í Írz(t)t¿ dt.
0

(C8) satisfies the conditions of this lenrna if g = ô - y and

Re {[1 + q(jw - d)] c(jw - o)] + 7k - y à ð - y' 0. (C9)

The inequality Re t(l * jwq) GUw)l + I/k ¿ ô > 0 implies that (C9) is

true. Therefore the lemma yields

æi
/ rl(t) yr(r) 

"ot dr 
= u.+ir I rrz(t) f at (c10)

00

Wlren the defining equations for fr(ti an¿ fZ&) are strbstituted into

(C10) the result is

. , / "Zut ,2(t) ¿r , K*n I uzat tr(t) - z(t)
00

. + q(f(t) - t(t))12 d". (c11)

/ r"ctl - y(r) /u) /!) u2ot dt,* q f ö(t) y(t) 
"Zot 

dt
00



Denote the right-hand side of (C11) by C(T), integrate O/T rt(t) y(t)
''^'+ a 11 .ol0) .. \eo*" dt by parts and add q /öt"' ö(o, óg) do to both sides. The result is

20)f o(o,óo)l 2,

{ 
ó(o, oo) ezot dt + , J* 

/ 0(o, 0g) do

(c12)

Let Q(o, óO) be restricted further so that it lies in the sector

[e, k - e], e'> 0 is arbitrarlly small. Then the following inequalities

hold:

:(t)
(1) J q (o, qo) do s klz o2 (t)

0

| .2/k oz , [ . g',,*¿l 
o(o, o^)LJ

fnequality (CI?) is tJren strengthened by using (1) and (2) and d.elet-

' ing the positive quantity ,

ro 
(T)

q.zfr / 6 (o, 4o) do
0

fron the left-hand side. This is where the integral constraint on

the hysteretic nonlinearity takes effect. If y is set equal to 6/2

inequalit y (CI|) becomes

zlõ f "'"t 1.2/x - kqol oT(t) ut . ,[ "Zot 
yL(r) dt s t/az

'oo



o (0)
(

)
0

TI
0

"2at

.

tr(t) -z(t) +q(r(t) - 2(t}l2 at + 2q/6 0(o, 0g) do,

(cl3)

Define 
.I, 

to be

T

f "Zot lrz/k - kqal oZG) a"
0

and note that for a > 0, I, is > 0. Thus I, rnay be dropped fron the

left-hand side of (c13). The condition ,2fr, - kqo ¿ 0 is satisfied

since for any e.> 0, e < -, k < æ afl ci such that 0 < a t r2/(qï2)
can always be fotrrd.

trnequality

,ot ,r(r) uzat tr(t) - z(t) + q(i(t)

u

forallT>0.dt + 2q/6

(C13) becomes

lr2 l- rftl s 
l''u {'Ì'';, 

,,) !0

fì"
V

- z(t))12



APPENDIX D

\ÆRIFICATION OF AIZERMAN'S CONJECTI]RE FOR

MS

A - systems sïr+Ð , :,2:L and

+ have been verified in the literature
s(st+as¿+bs+c)

[8, pp. 2s6-257].

å - SYstern ---t t 3--t- ' 4t b, c > 0. :

s(s' + bs + c)

The tirne transformation r = at transforms the systen into

the equivalent one (s + 1) ifq}r(r2 * "1, 
* b1)1, aU=b/a, bf./^Z.

, NormaLize the transfer function with respect to I/aT. The stability
sectors'for the normalized system are,

(i) 0<k<* d1t1.

êrb',
(ii)0<k<r-a+' a1 <1.r-ul r

The nodified frequenry response locus is

") )bt - ãt - wo b., + w"(a, - 1)G*(jr')=#-i+.
(br-w-)'+aiw' tb.-w' J +â,w'r ' L -r l.

If a, >.1 then In G*(jw) is never zero and therefore the locus

of G*(jw) always remains below the Re G*(jw) axis. Popov's criterion

is then'satisfied for the sector [e, -).
t-

If a, < 1 then Irn G*(jw) becornes zero at wZ = - 1-IO . Thet-o1

sLope of G*(jw) at this frequency is
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b1(1 - ur) (1 + b, - 
"r) .b-fl - ai)' + ai+ ¡r - ar)"l- l- I 

.--L'

Forn the èxpression x(w) - qY(w), differentiate with respect to w and

set the derivative to zero. The result is

*4[t + q(l -,r) I + wzt- z(br -,r) - 2b1q]

--7 ? < ) ..) '.,* tbi - br"í * "í zbra, * qbi * qbíal _ øbralt = 0.

For real, positive w the ftnction x(w) - qy(w) has at most

two criticat points, a maximtm'and a ninimun. If l/q is set equal to

the slope of G*(jw) atwz = (bì/¡r - ar) and these values of q and. w

. are stlbstituted into the derivative the resulting expression is zero.

Therefore x(w) - qY(w) has a relative minimun at this frequenq¡ of

:.(1 - ar)/(arbr).

Xf X(0) - qY(O) + (1 - ar)/(arbr) is greater than zero then

this will be an absolute mininun as well. with the q chosen

x(0) - qy(Q) * (1 - ar)/(arbr) is

' bl -"1 ,b1(1 -^1)+uTr+çt-a.,)z 1-u.,* j - ' + ^-rl This canbebí bí(l - ar) (1 + b, - ar) *1'1

rewritten as

1 [ ., -7 \,^þL l

- 

lar(l - "r)'* b1(1 * b1) * T=-. Iarbi(l+br-ar) l' - -t 
I'.L-J

which is always greater than zero. Therefore Popov?s criterion is
satisfied for the sector
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| â"Þ, II II I

|"t-a-, -eI'
t_rJ

s+aS+bC-SYsten=;-- &rb, c>0 b-ac-1<0.
(s'+ 1)(s + c)

The linear system is stable in the sector (0, -). G*(jw) is

7
Dùe to the (1 - w") term in the denoninator of G*(jw) q is

constrained to be (bc - c + a) /(ac - b + 1) in order that tJre nLrnerator

of X(û) :- qY(to) can be diyisible by (1 - wz). X(w) - qy(w) becomes

*'(*å#i+). o.

az * .*z
and is greater than zero if Cbc + a - c) is greater than zero. There-

for Popovrs criterion is satisfied for the sector, [e, -).

I

t.:..:
ì.:.t'
t: ^:: I



APPENDIX E

APPLTCATTON 0F CRTTERTON (4f) T0

j
,ãr^\_ s-+as+b
Ü \J.r - (s'+ 1)(s + c)

fn terms of G(jw) criterion (afl is

cþ - _w2) _* aw}^ _ w¡1@c - a - *2) r rì €^*
(1 -6e.Ã >ororal'

w ¿ 0 the term (r - 12) is to be divided out then q nust be

(cb - c + a)(1 + u)

For this value of q the criterion becomes

> 0 for all

i. :::. .:: ì':l
' .:: :. .1

.l
-: -: . .::. -l

::':.r' -. :.j.:r-: .i ì..1
-.i

(t + pwz) ç.2 * *27

w ¿ 0. If (c - a - bc) * ç- acz *

the criterion is satisfied for the

case (a + bc - c) < 0 since Popovts

is greater than zero. But (a + bc'

is less than zero. Therefore a u >

+ ua(ac - .2 - A) < 0.

)a'c - ab) is less than zero then

sectór [e, -). Consider only the

criterion applies when (a + bc - c)

- c) < 0 implies that (ac - .2 - A)

0 can be chosen that (c - a - bc)

\J


